Simulation is often used to gain an understanding of vehicle directional response. Furthermore, it is widely agreed that, given an adequate set of parameters that model the vehicle and the surface it drives on, it is reasonable to simulate a particular vehicle with a view toward understanding and perhaps improving its performance. This is not the case with the vehicle/driver system. Rather, in terms of a particular vehicle and driver, simulations provide interesting but not particularly reliable results because of the routine variability of the human part of the system. Genetic algorithms and their derivatives are algorithms with their form drawn from the biological theory of evolution. This paper suggests that genetic algorithms may be useful to evaluate certain important facets of vehicle/driver performance. It supports this suggestion with an example that attempts to answer this question: What is the best a vehicle/driver system could do in the so-called Consumer Union short course? The example is challenging because the strategy the driver uses to drive through the course affects the result. The geneticalgorithm-based solution to this example problem provides evidence that the technique is promising.
INTRODUCTION
Simulation is routinely used to gain an understanding of vehicle directional response. Furthermore, it is routinely agreed that, given an adequate set of parameters to model the vehicle and the surface it drives on, it is reasonable to simulate a particular vehicle with a view toward understanding and perhaps improving its performance.
There are three ways that the simulation can be configured. The input to open loop models includes initial conditions, which describe the vehicle's velocity and orientation at the start of the simulation, and a time history of the steering and braking to be simulated. The equations of motion are then numerically integrated, providing output of the state of the vehicle model at discrete time increments during the course of the simulation. This output can be examined in numerical form, or it can be plotted or made into an animation for additional analysis. We refer to this process as vehicle simulation because the input from the driver, the steering and braking history, is chosen in advance. Figure 2 presents a simple schematic diagram of an inverse model. In this case, the figure indicates that the path rather than the control history is the input to the simulation, and the simulation solves for the steering and throttle or braking controls to follow the path. Inverse modeling is directly related to traditional open loop modeling -if the steering and throttle or braking computed by an inverse model are used as input into an open loop model, the open loop model must produce as output the path that was input to the inverse model. As in the case of the open loop simulation, inverse simulation does not model the characteristics of the driver. Rather it computes the controls the driver would have to supply to exactly follow the input path. A shortcoming of the method is that the algorithm can call for steering beyond human ergonomic limits. Figure 3 presents a simple schematic diagram of the simulation of a driver/vehicle system. The figure indicates that there exists a path that the driver would like to follow, a model for the driver, a model for the vehicle, and a model for the roadway. Typically the driver model, by comparing measures of the present state of the vehicle and the desired path, "decides" on the appropriate steering and perhaps throttle or braking. The model does not follow the path exactly. Rather it attempts to compute how well the driver can do in trying to follow the path. The results of this kind of simulation are usually viewed as speculative because the details needed to adequately model the driver are not very well known.
None of the three simulation techniques have been very useful for assessing the performance of a particular driver/vehicle combination. The first two do not attempt to model the driver, and the third suffers because of inadequacies inherent in the model of the driver. This paper uses the inverse procedure to study an important facet of driver/vehicle performance by addressing this question: What is the best (or worst) a vehicle/driver system can do in a particular set of circumstances. The technique we propose is based on genetic algorithms, so-called GAs, which are the subject of the next section of this paper. This is followed by an example in which GAs attempt to solve for the fastest speed a vehicle/driver system can traverse the so-called CU short course [1] . The last section of the paper comments on the utility of the use of GAs in this context and speculates on the potential of GAs to shed light on vehicle driver systems operating in less-tightlyconstrained scenarios.
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic Algorithms were introduced in the late 1970s [2] , but have only recently begun to gain attention for optimization in engineering design applications [3] . An offshoot from the broad field of Artificial Life; a GA is an optimization technique that uses the process of biological evolution as a model and source of ideas [4] [5] [6] . The strength of GA's lies in their ability to exploit nonobvious features in a system's response to "evolve" toward an optimal solution.
The basic steps in the use of a GA are [4] :
1. Encode design parameters into a "gene" string. 2. Initialize a "population" of candidate gene strings. 3. Loop for several "generations":
• Evaluate "fitness" of candidate gene strings. • Select "parent" solutions for "breeding" new candidate gene strings.
• Create "offspring" from parents' genes with "crossover" and "mutation" operators.
• Replace old gene strings that are the least fit with the new offspring. 4. Repeat until gene strings are fully "evolved" (i.e., converged) or for a specified amount of analysis time. The solution is then the final generation of gene strings.
Since GAs are a fairly young technique, there is a good deal of ongoing research regarding each of the above concepts [5] . In practice, it is often useful to try several of these variations and select a set that works well for a given problem.
EXAMPLES
This section presents two examples, each in the context of the CU short course.
The CU Short Course is a double lane change maneuver, as shown in Figure 4 . The first lane change takes place in the longitudinal distance of 50 feet and the return lane change takes place in the subsequent 60 feet. The vehicle coasts through the course, which is driven with steering input only. The performance measure is the speed at which the vehicle enters the course, and the goal is to negotiate the course with the highest possible initial speed. This speed is measured 35 feet before the end of the first set of lane cones.
EXAMPLE 1, MAXIMUM SPEED PATH
In this example, the GA evolves a population of paths through the simulated CU short course. The paths, which are specified as B-splines, evolve in a quasibiological fashion. The characteristics of the paths through the course make up the gene string. The gene string includes the starting and ending points of the path, and a measure of the position and first and second derivatives of the path at a point near the middle set of cones.
Appendix A presents the details of the representation of the paths. For our purposes here it is important to know that the vehicle model is constrained to start and finish with its velocity vector in the longitudinal direction and without any lateral acceleration. The global X and Y coordinates of the start and finish are constrained to be between the cones as indicated by The path derived from a gene string is preprocessed to determine if a vehicle model could negotiate the path through the short course. If the path itself causes the vehicle to hit any of the cones and thereby fails the course, its fitness is set to a low value so that the gene string does not survive to the next generation. Appendix C presents details of the Genetic Algorithm used here.
Admissible paths are supplied to the inverse vehicle dynamics model. If the vehicle model successfully negotiates the path at an initial speed of 30 ft/s, the initial speed is incremented by 0.1 ft/s, and the course is re- run. This exercise is repeated until an initial velocity is reached that leads to failure to complete the course. Failure occurs in one of two ways:
1) The front wheels of the vehicle model cannot steer enough to provide the lateral acceleration needed to continue to follow the path at the current speed.
2) A wheel lifts. (We are using a fairly simple vehicle model that assumes the sum of the normal loads on the tires adds up to the weight of the vehicle. The model loses validity at or near the wheel lift condition, so the runs are stopped when wheel lift occurs.)
For this example, the highest initial velocity with which the vehicle model can negotiate the course is the fitness of the gene string for the given path. (The vehicle model slows down during the course of the run due to lateral forces that have a component along its path. Rolling resistance, engine braking, and air resistance are neglected.)
As indicated in Table 1 , two vehicle models were used in the simulations. One of the models is a generic passenger car, the other is a generic sport utility vehicle (SUV). The table indicates that important differences between the models are in the wheelbase, the moments of inertia, and the cg height of the sprung mass. The vehicle model has nine degrees of freedom, five for the sprung mass, which has no vertical degree of freedom, and wheel spin for each tire. See [7, 8] for more details.
Both of the vehicle models use the same tire model, a semi-empirical model given by [9] . Appendix D presents the input data to the tire model and a carpet plot. ) 1839.11 1839.11
Evolution led to a population whose best paths have similar characteristics, clearly attempting to minimize curvature so as to allow the highest possible ratio of speed to lateral acceleration. Figure 6 presents the maximum speed paths for the two vehicle models. The limiting factor for the passenger car is that, for higher speeds, the model cannot deliver enough lateral acceleration to stay on the given path. The limiting factor for the SUV is wheel lift. 
EXAMPLE 2, MAXIMUM LOAD TRANSFER PATH
In this case, we wanted to generate paths that generated high load transfer at low speed. The fitness of the pathgenerating gene string is:
where: F -fitness ∆ -absolute value of the peak total load transfer u -beginning vehicle velocity This fitness function is 'penalized' at high speeds, thus we expect to evolve genes which lead to high load transfer at low speeds. Again the vehicles start out on a given path at a low velocity (30.0 ft/s) and continue to increment the initial velocity by 0.1 ft/s until failure occurs. Note that the initial speed of both models on the limit path is much lower than in the previous example (31.1 ft/s vs. 53.0 ft/s for the passenger car and 30.9 ft/s vs. 48.1 ft/s for the SUV). This SUV result is remarkable because it indicates that wheel lift occurs on one path at a much lower speed than on another path. The clear implication is that driver strategy has a first order effect on whether a run at a given initial speed leads to a wheel lift. Figures 22 and 23 superimpose the path and lateral acceleration generated from the SUV maximum speed run of Figure 7 and the SUV load-transfer-generated run of Figure 14 . Recall that, in either case, starting at a slightly higher initial speed on the same path will yield wheel lift.
NUMERICAL DETAILS
These results were computed using four R10k processors on SGI Rack ONYX computer. On this machine, the vehicle model runs at about five times faster than real time. Approximately 100,000 separate runs were simulated for each vehicle in each example.
Clock time for all the runs for one vehicle in one example is about 2 hours. Clock times vary depending on other demands on the multi-processor computer.
CONCLUSIONS
In the context of a model of the CU short course, the paper has illustrated the power of genetic algorithms to model driver/vehicle behavior. In particular, the GA provides an answer to the question: how fast could a given vehicle model be driven through the short course without failure by hitting a cone or lifting wheels?
Consider first the high-speed runs. Although the theory of genetic algorithms does not guarantee that the results are the maximum speeds of the simulated vehicles through the short course, our experience leads us to expect that it is very near the maximum for this model within the limitations imposed by our representation of the path. Since the model of the path is quite robust (see Appendix A), we expect that the highest computed velocity, as indicated by the fitness function associated with the highest speed path, is likely to be very near the maximum for the vehicle models in the short course.
The load-transfer-based results presented here indicate that the SUV model has a low speed path through the course which leads to wheel lift, contrasting the previously computed higher speed path through the course which does not lead to wheel lift. Thus the calculations verify that the strategy the driver uses to go through the course has a first order influence on load transfer.
Finally, it is important to reiterate that the simulation which produced this data is an inverse model, not a driver model. Thus, it is clearly possible for the algorithm to call for steering at frequencies outside the range of typical driver performance. In the next section, we will suggest ways to meet this challenge.
FUTURE WORK
We believe the work presented here indicates that Genetic Algorithms have remarkable potential for providing insight into the potential behaviors of the driver/vehicle system.
Although the vehicle models used here have sophisticated tire models, the remainder of the vehicle model is quite rudimentary. We believe it will be worthwhile to continue our work with better vehicle models. Particularly important are additional degrees of freedom for sprung mass bounce and for wheel hop, and the addition of rolling resistance and engine braking. In the context of the CU simulation, we expect the addition of engine braking and rolling resistance to increase the initial speeds with which simulated vehicles can negotiate a given path.
The Conclusions section of this paper pointed out that the steer needed to traverse the paths called for by the GA can be outside ergonomic limits. We are looking at two ways to meet this challenge 1) low-pass filtering of the steer called for to follow the path, and 2) using a measure of the frequency content of the steering as part of the fitness function. Filtering will allow the vehicle model to deviate from the path called for by the gene string, yielding ergonomically reasonable steering. Using the frequency content of the steering as part of the fitness function will continue to cause the vehicle to follow the path called for by the gene string, but will favor ergonomically reasonable paths.
We believe GA-based analysis can also address more ambitious challenges. For example, we are planning work on a GA-based simulation attempting to answer this question: Given a model of a vehicle and a surface plus an initial speed of the vehicle, is it possible to find a combination of steer and braking that will lead to rollover? We will attempt to answer this question using traditional open loop simulations rather than inverse calculations, and we expect the gene string to include measures of the steering and braking commands.
We expect this challenge to call for a much longer gene string than sufficed for our work on the CU short course. Since the length of the gene string determines a population size (hence the number of runs needed for evolution) [5] , we expect this problem to be taxing on numerical resources. Nevertheless we remain optimistic about prospects for taking on at least a large subset of this challenge in the near future. Our optimism derives from the continuing rapid increase in computing resources per unit cost, and from the fact that GA-based work is inherently parallelizable.
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APPENDIX APPENDIX A: THE PATH THROUGH THE CU SHORT COURSE
The path through the short course includes two segments. On each segment, X and Y are functions of the dimensionless parameter s, 0≤s≤1 X(s) is straightforward. For the first segment of the path X(s) = L 1 s 1 for 0≤s 1 ≤1
And for the second X = L 1 + L 2 s 2 for 0≤s 2 ≤1
This indicates that the horizontal dimension of the first segment of the path will be L 1 and the horizontal dimension of the second segment of the path will be L 2 .
Y is given by the sum of six fifth order polynomials in s such that:
Where j indicates the segment and the y ji are constants.
The properties of the f ij are:
In detail, the f ij are: Assume arc length is given by q and that x and y are functions of s. The unit tangent is given by:
And we have: dx/dq = (dx/ds)(ds/dq) (B-2) dy/dq = (dy/ds)(ds/dq) (B-3)
The unit tangent is now: e T = ds/dq {x′i + y′j} (B-4) Where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to s.
Noting that:
yields:
Where:
The acceleration along the path can be shown to be [10] :
Where R is the local turn radius. Furthermore the unit normal e n is given by: e N /R = de T /dq (B-9)
Noting that: -10) and carrying out the differentiation yields:
Now consider equation B-8. Summing forces normal to the path yields:
Where ΣF is the vector sum of all the forces on all the tires. Equation B-11 is the basis for the algorithm that finds the steer at each point on the path.
e T e N APPENDIX C: GENETIC ALGORITHM DETAILS The points below describe the Genetic Algorithm (GA) used in this paper. 3. The following steps represent one generation of the GA:
• Fitness Evaluation: All gene strings are assigned a fitness metric. For example the one in the text the fitness metric is the maximum speed the simulated vehicle can negotiate the path defined by the gene string. Before starting the vehicle dynamics simulation, the GA first checks the path against placement of traffic cones bounding the course. If a gene string defines a path that violates the constraints of the course, it is randomly assigned a fitness (speed) less than a preset minimum speed. Otherwise the vehicle dynamics simulation is used to "run" the vehicle along the path at successively higher speeds until the maximum possible speed for each gene string (i.e. path) is reached. If the path is valid, but the vehicle cannot stay on the path at the minimum speed; then the gene string is also assigned a random fitness less than the minimum speed.
• Tournament Selection: Groups of four gene strings are randomly drawn from the population until the entire population has been assigned a group. For each group of four a "tournament" consists of determining the two genes with the highest fitness (ties are decided by random draw). These two gene strings are deemed "parents" and survive to the next generation. The parent gene strings create two "offspring" gene strings with a crossover operation (described below). The offspring are mutated and replace the two gene strings from the original group of four who "lost" their tournament. In this fashion one half of each generation (after the first generation) consists of new members.
• Crossover Operator: This operation is repeated to create two offspring from each set of parents from the above tournaments. For each set of parents one location in the gene string is randomly selected for use with both parent gene strings. Each offspring gene string matches a different parent gene string from its beginning up to the crossover location and then matches the other parent gene string from the crossover location to the end of the gene string. The crossover operator is illustrated in Figure C • Mutation Operator: The mutation operator is used to increase diversity in the values available for each gene string loci. (Without mutation the only values available for each loci would be those of the original population and there would be no ability to explore small numerical changes from the original values.) The operation used here randomly selects four loci from each of the newly created offspring gene strings and modifies their values by a randomly selected percent (±15%).
4. After several generations we expect to see improvement in the best fitness and the average fitness of the upper half Parents:
Crossover point
Children:
of the population. Note that the tournament selection method insures at least the two best gene strings always survive to the next generation. If there isn't any limit on the analysis time available the GA would continue indefinitely. Therefore a limit is set on the number of generations that pass without an improvement in the best fitness value. At this time the population is considered fully evolved (or at least the evolution has stalled within a limited number of generations) and the algorithm is terminated.
5. The population can be ranked by gene string fitness values and the several best gene strings should be considered evolved solutions. In example 1, these gene strings will represent possible high speed paths through the course and may all be slightly different solutions.
APPENDIX D: PARAMETERS FOR THE TIRE MODEL
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